Thursday 25th February 2021
Year 4
Maths

Reading

The Explorer
What you are going to read:

The boy was called Clovis King. It wasn’t his real
name though. It got changed when he was
adopted. (when adults become the child’s
parents) By law (legally). He explained that The
Goodley’s adopted him to bring him into their
acting company to play a young person (juvenile).
They owed a lot of money to the bank (in debt).
So Clovis doesn’t make any money. Mr Goodley
was tall with a red face. His voice was loud and
crushing (braying). Clovis is so homesick that he is
missing all the puddings that Maia doesn’t like,
like Semolina. When Mr Goodly came on the deck
of the boat the first thing, he did was to clear all
the passengers who were trying to read or to have
a game of quoits which is when You have a ring
that you have to through to get over the peg.
Let’s see what happens.

Step one: Write the date
Thursday 25th February 2021
Step two: Read and answer the questions below
Questions:
1) Why did Clovis King name get changed? Pg1
2) How would you describe Mr Goodley? Pg3
3) What does the first snow taste like? Pg5
4) How did Maia know that Clovis was really homesick?
Pg5
5) Who is Beastly Lord Fauntleroy? Pg7
Top Tip
Remember capital letters, full stops and always answer in full
sentences!
Vocab:
Juvenile – playing a young person.
Debt- when you owe the bank money.
Adopted- the adults become the child’s parents.
Legally- by law.
Braying – crushing.
Game of quoits- You have a ring that you have to through to
get over the peg.
Semolina- Pudding that was made in the olden days. (not
very nice)
Step three:
Re read pages 4,5and 6 focus on emphasis.

Writing

Step one: Write the date and underline.
Thursday 25th February 2021
Step two: Write our learning objective and underline it.
To be able to put our model text in chronological
order.
Step three: Write down our success criteria
1) Using paragraphs logically to organise ideas
around a theme
2) Demarcating sentences mostly correctly with
apostrophes for possession singular and plural.
3) Using time conjunctions for affect.
Step four: To put our model text in chronological

order.

Chronological means the order that things happen in.
For example: I got out of bed, I got dressed, I ate my
breakfast and then I cleaned my teeth.
On the next page I have got six extracts from our
model text. Can you put them in chronological order?

Vicky told my mum what happened and now I have to do all
the washing up for a whole week!
Later we’re going to have a midnight feast but won’t tell him
because he will just tell on us.
We were so sneaky! When we were sure Vicky was
downstairs, we raced over to our stash of snacks and ate ALL
of the Haribo!
Sarah found a giant bag of Haribo in her kitchen cupboard
and has hidden it under her bed.
Lastly, I will have to hide the biscuits at the bottom of the
bag, so mum doesn’t see them!
Then we crept downstairs, as quiet as mice, and tiptoed to
the back door. Outside, the sky was as black as coal and the
moon was like a giant coin in the sky
Tonight I am going to Sarah’s house for a sleepover – it’s
going to be AMAZING! I am trying not to jump for joy while I
write this.
First, when I arrived at Sarah’s house, we went straight
upstairs and put on Just Dance.

Challenge:

Can you write what you did
yesterday in chronological
order, in eight steps using
time connectives?

What do you think this image shows?

What is deforestation?
Deforestation is the clearing of all or parts of forests by cutting
down or burning trees. Across the world, every year, huge areas
of tropical rainforest are chopped down and destroyed by
humans to meet human needs — it is thought that an area the
size of a football pitch is lost every second. We now only have
half of the tropical rainforests we once had and experts estimate
that if the same level of deforestation continues, we will have
destroyed all of them in 50–100 years.
The Amazon Rainforest experiences more
deforestation than any other tropical rainforest
on Earth. In total, around 1⁄5 of the forest has
already been destroyed. The map here shows
you how much of the Amazon Rainforest has
already been lost. It may look as though there
is a lot of rainforest left but once the Amazon
is gone, we will not be able to get it back. This
would be a disaster because the Amazon is
an extremely important natural resource. In
addition to the wildlife and indigenous people
living within it, the trees of the Amazon produce
oxygen — the gas we need to breathe. So
much so that the rainforest is often known
as ‘the lungs of the Earth’. Also, many of the
medicines we use have ingredients from the
Amazon. In total 7⁄10 of the plants found to be
useful in treating cancer are only found in the
rainforest. We have also only explored a small
fraction of the Amazon and so who knows what
else there is waiting to be found.
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Sort
	
the statements to show whether they show a positive or a
negative consequence of deforestation:
Positive

Negative

Year 4 Unit 3: Lesson 7

more space for
people to live

forests are
destroyed

some wildlife
become extinct

wildlife lose their
homes

wood is used to
make paper

indigenous people
lose their homes

less oxygen from
trees

medicines lost

more flooding

more carbon
dioxide in the air

more factories to
make products

roads can be built
for travel

more food for
people to eat

more jobs for
people to do

Some
	
people believe that we should stop deforestation and others
believe deforestation is needed. What do you believe and why?

What steps could you take in the fight against deforestation?

What could I do?

Music

What is Pitch?
In this lesson, we will recap what pitch is and how
we can recognize high, middle and low sounds.
It would be great to see what you are doing at home so
don’t forget to upload your music lessons.
What songs have you been listening too? Have there
been any that you have been enjoying singing at
home?

